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Hyundai Sonata NF repair manuals, step-by-step operation and maintenance manual for the
Hyundai Sonata NF, which were produced from to a model that underwent restyled changes in
was also considered and equipped with gasoline engines the volume of 2. This manual contains
the necessary information on the repair, diagnostics and adjustment of various engine systems
and components including variable valve timing VVT systems, fuel injection, ignition, start-up
and charging , here you will find recommendations on the adjustment and repair of manual
gearboxes and automatic gearboxes, brake elements systems including ABS and ESP ,
suspension and steering. This includes procedures for checking parameters in the connectors
of electronic control units of various auto systems. Using the manual, you can also easily select
the necessary spare parts Hyundai Sonata NF. Also considered are possible Hyundai Sonata NF
malfunctions and methods that will allow them to be eliminated, the mating dimensions of the
main auto parts and the limits of their permissible wear, recommended lubricant materials and
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these? Check the batter Schematic Diagram Canister. The Canister is filled with charcoal and
absorbs evaporated fuel vapor from the fuel tank. A ratchet tightening device in the threaded
fuel filler cap reduces the chances of incorrect installation, when sealing the fuel filler. After the
gasket on the fuel filler cap and the fill neck flange make contact, the ratchet produces a loud
clicking noise indicating the seal has been set. It closes off the air inlet to the canister for the
Evaporative Emissions System and also prevents fuel vapors from escaping from the Canister
when the vehicle is not operating. The Evaporative Emission Control Monitoring System

monitors fuel vapor generation, evacuation, and a leakage check step. At first, the OBD-II
system checks if vapor generation due to fuel temperature is small enough to start monitoring.
Then it evacuates the evaporative system by means of PCSV with ramp in order to maintain a
certain vacuum level. The final step is to check if there is vacuum loss by any leakage of the
system. On the contrary, if the difference is lower than the negative threshold, the PCSV is
regarded as having a malfunction such as clogged at open position. The PCSV is opened with a
certain ramp for the pressure to reach down to a certain level. The PCSV is closed and the
system waits for a period to get stabilized pressure. While refueling, ambient air is drawn into
the filler pipe so as not to emit fuel vapors in the air. The fuel vapor in the tank is then forced to
flow into the canister via the fill vent valve. While the engine is operating, the trapped vapor in
the canister is drawn into the intake manifold and then into the engine combustion chamber.
Using this purge process, the charcoal canister is purged and recovers its absorbing capability.
Description and Operation Description The Evaporative Emission Control System prevents fuel
vapor stored in fuel tank from vaporizing into the atmosphere. When the fuel evaporates in the
fuel tank, the vapor passes t Repair procedures Inspection [System Inspection] 1. Disconnect
the vapor hose from the throttle body and connect a vacuum pump to the nipple on the throttle
body. Fuel Filler Cap 2. Fuel Filler Pipe 3. Fuel Tank 5. ORVR Valve 6. Evaporative Hose.
Evaporative Hose 9. Canister Fuel Feed Line Hyundai sonata Wiring Diagram Pdf â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified normal pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capability and signal friends in the
midst of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance practically the relative point of
view and deal of devices and terminals upon the devices, to assist in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would take steps more detail of the creature appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to put the accent on interconnections beyond
bodily appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make sure
that every the contacts have been made and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams be
active the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent
electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
normal symbols for wiring devices, usually substitute from those used on schematic diagrams.
The electrical symbols not only statute where something is to be installed, but furthermore what
type of device is creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling open is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling lively has a swap symbol, and a surface fluorescent open has out of
the ordinary symbol. Each type of switch has a different metaphor and suitably complete the
various outlets. There are symbols that perform the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to implement link of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will then count up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams
for special services such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or further special services.
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electrical system 1. EE 2. Vehicle speed memory variation Setting time Setting error
Specification Within 2 1. Connect the tester to the battery. Cranking voltage and starter test
results will be dis- played on the screen. Press ENTER Immediately t0t Take a relevant action
according to the test results by the Stattet te3t- referring to the starter test results as given
below. ENTER button is pressed, the tester displays the ac- tual voltage of alternator. Turn off
all electrical load and rev engine for 5 seconds with pressing the accelerator pedal. Remove the
ignition coil connector A. Ignition timing is controlled by the electronic control ignition timing
system. The standard reference ignition timing data for the engine operating conditions are
preprogrammed in the memory of the ECM Engine Control Module. The engine operating
conditions speed, load, warmâ€”up condition, etc. Based on these sensor signals and the
ignition timing data, signals to interrupt the primary current are sent to the ECM. The ignition
coil is activated, and timing is controlled. KCRFA 2. Remove the ignition coi A. KCRF1t1A 3.
Using a spark plug socket, remove the spark plug. Install the spark plug to the ignition coil.
Ground the spark plug to the engine. Check is spark occurs while engine is being cranked.
NOTE To prevent fuel being injected from injectors while the engine is being cranked, remove
the fuel pump A re- la y from the fuse box. Inspect all the spark plugs. Using a spark plug
socket, install the spark plug. Install the ignition coil. Reconnect the ignition coil connector.
Turn ignition switch to ON. Inspect the electrodes A and ceramic insulator B. Check the
electrode gap A. NOTE Standard :. Unleaded : 1. Remove the engine cover. Remove the ignition
coil A. Installation is the reverse of removal. Therefore, DC current appears at alternator "B"
terminal. In addition, the charging voltage of this alternator is regu- lated by the battery voltage
detection system. The alternator is regulated by the battery voltage detec- tion system. The
main components ot the alternator are the rotor, stator, rectifier, capacitor brushes, bearings
and V-ribbed belt pulley. The brush holder contains a built-in electronic voltage regulator. I, II. If
20 minutes have not passed since the engine was stopped, turn the ignition switch ON and turn
on the electrical system headlamp, blower motor, rear de- fogger etc. Turn the ignition switch
OFF and turn off the electrical systems. Standard voltage : Check that the battery terminals are
not loose or cor- roded. Check the fuses for continuity. If any defect has been found, replace the
drive belt. NOTE Cracks on the rib side of a belt are considered accept- able. If the belt has
chunks missing from the ribs, it should be replaced. Check that the wiring is in good condition.
Check that there is no abnormal noise from the alter- nator while the engine is running. Warm
up the engine and then turn it off. Turn off all accessories. Turn the ignition switch "ON". Check
that the dis- charge warning light is lit. Start the engine. Check that the light is lit. If the light
does not go off as specified, troubleshoot the discharge light circuit. The voltmeter may indicate
the standard value. If the value of the voltmeter is higher than expected above 0. Check for
loose connec- tions, color change due to an over-heated harness, etc. Correct them before
testing again. Turn the ignition switch to "OFF". Turn on the headlamps and blower motor, and
set the engine speed until the ammeter indicates 20A. And then, read the voltmeter at this time.
Prior to the test, check the following items and correct as necessary. Check the battery installed
in the vehicle to ensure that it is good condition. The battery that is used to test the output
current should be one that has been partially discharged. With a fully charged battery, the test
may not be con- ducted correctly due to an insufficient load. Check the tension of the alternator
drive belt. The belt tension check method is described in the section "Inspect drive belt". Turn
off the ignition switch. Disconnect the battery ground cable. Be sure to connect the - lead wire
of the ammeter to the disconnected output wire. NOTE Tighten each connection securely, as a
heavy current will flow. Do not rely on clips. Connect a voltmeter O to 20V between the "B"
termi- nal and ground. Attach an engine tachometer and connect the battery ground cable.
Leave the engine hood open. TEST Check to see that the voltmeter reads as the same value as
the battery voltage. If the voltmeter reads 0V, and the open circuit in the wire between alternator
"B" terminal and battery - terminal or poor grounding is suspected. Start the engine and turn on
the headlamps. Set the headlamps to high beam and the heater blower switch to HIGH, quickly
increase the engine speed to 2, rpm and read the maximum output current value indicated by
the ammeter. NOTE After the engine start up, the charging current quickly drops. Therefore, the
above operation must be done quickly to read the maximum current value correctly. The
ammeter reading must be higher than the limit The purpose of this test is to check that the
electronic volt- value. Limit value A alternator : 77A min. Prior to the test, check the following
items and correct it necessary. Check that the battery installed on the vehicle is fully charged.
The battery checking method is described in the section "Battery". Check the alternator drive
belt tension. The belt ten- sion check method is described in the section "Inspect drive belt".
Turn ignition switch to "OFF". Therefore, the nominal output current may not be obtained. If

such is the case, keep the head- 3. Disconnect the alternator output wire from the alter- nator
"B" terminal. Upon completion of the output current test, lower the. Disconnect the banen,
ground cable Connect the - lead wire of the ammeter to the dis- connected output wire. Attach
the engine tachometer and connect the battery tachometer. Connect the alternator output wire
to the alternator "B" terminal. Connect the battery ground cable. Turn on the ignition switch and
check to see that the voltmeter indicates the following value. Voltage: Battery voltage it it reads
0V, there is an open circuit in the wire be- tween the alternator "B" terminal and the battery and
the battery - terminal. Keep all lights and accessories off. If the reading is other than the
standard value, the voltage regulator or the alter- nator is faulty. Upon completion of the test,
reduce the engine speed to idle, and turn off the ignition switch. Remove the voltmeter and
ammeter and the engine tachometer. Disconnect the battery negative terminal first, then the
positive terminal. Disconnect the alternator connector, and remove the cable from alternator "B"
terminal. Remove the drive belt. Pull out the through bolt and then remove the alterna- tor A.
KCRFA 5. Nut 8. Rear bearing 2. Pulley 9. Rear bracket 3. Front bracket Trough bolt 4. Front
bearing Brush holder assembly 5. Bearing cover Brush holder bolt 6. Bearing cover bolt Rear
cover 7. Remove the nut, pulley A and spacer. Remove the alternator cover A using a screw
driver B. Loosen the mounting bolts A and disconnect the brush holder assembly B. EBKD E 6.
Disconnect the rotor A and cover B. EBKDB 3. Remove the slip ring guide A. EBKDG 7.
Reassembly is the reverse order of disassembly. EBKD30lC Check that there is continuity
between each pair of leads A. Check that there is no continuity between each lead and the coil
core. If the coil tails either continuity check, replace the al- ternator. It the rotor tails either
continuity check, replace the alternator. The maintenance-free battery is, as the name implies,
totally maintenance free and has no removable bat- tery cell caps. Water never needs to be
added to the maintenance- free battery. The battery is completely sealed, except for small vent
holes in the cover. Determine the cause of damage and correct as needed. Clean any corrosion
with as solution of baking soda and water. Replace battery Charging system inspection Above
Perform the following steps to complete the load test procedure for maintenance free batteries.
Connect the load tester clamps to the terminals and proceed with the test as follow: 1 if the
battery has been on charge, remove the surface charge by connect a ampere load for 15
seconds. Voltage Temperature 9. Make sure the ignition switch and all accessories are in the
OFF position. Disconnect the battery cables negative first. Remove the battery from the vehicle.
Heavy rubber gloves not the household type should be ware when removing the battery. If acid
damage is present, it will be necessary to clean the area with a solution of clean warm water and
baking soda. Scrub the area with a stiff brush and wipe off with a cloth moistened with baking
soda and water. Clean the top of the battery with the same solution as described above. Inspect
the battery case and cover for cracks. If cracks are present, the battery must be replaced. Clean
the battery posts with a suitable battery post tool. Clean the inside surface of the terminal
clamps with a suitable battery cleaning tool. Replace damaged or frayed cables and broken
terminal clamps. Install the battery in the vehicle. Connect the cable terminals to the battery
post, mak- ing sure tops of the terminals are flush with the tops of the posts. Tighten the
terminal nuts securely. Coat all connections with light mineral grease after tightening. Do not
smoke near batteries being charged or which have recently been charged. Do not break live circuit at the terminals of batteries being charged. A spark will occur when the circuit is broken.
Keep open flames away form battery. When the ignition key is turned to the start position,
current flows and energizes the starter motor's solenoid coil. The solenoid plunger and clutch
shift lever are activated, and the clutch pinion engages the ring gear. The contacts close and the
starter motor cranks. In order to prevent damage caused by excessive rotation of the starter
armature when the engine starts, the clutch pinion gear overruns. NOTE The battery must be in
good condition and fully charged. Remove the fuel pump relay A from the fuse box. If the starter
will not crank the engine at all, go to next step. Check the battery condition. Check electrical
connec- tions at the battery, battery negative cable connected to the body, engine ground
cables, and the starter for looseness and corrosion. Then try starting the engine again. If the
starter cranks normally the engine, repairing the loose connection repaired the problem. The
starting system is now OK. If the starter still does not crank the engine, go to next step.
Disconnect the connector from the S-terminal of so- lenoid. Connect a jumper wire from the
B-terminal of solenoid to the S-terminal of solenoid. If the starter still does not crank the engine,
remove the starter, and repair or replace as necessary. Check the following items in the order
listed until you find the open circuit. Disconnect the battery also from the body. It the pin- ion
retracts immediately, it is working properly. Connect the battery as shown. To avoid damaging
the starter, do not leave the battery connected for more than 10 seconds. Disconnect the battery
from the M terminal. If the pinion does not retract, the hold-in coil is working properly. Place the
starter motor in a vise equipped with soft jaws and connect a fully-charged volt battery to

starter motor as follows. Connect a test ammeter ampere scale and car- bon pile rheostats
shown is the illustration. Connect a voltmeter volt scale across starter mo- tor. Connect the
battery cable from battery's negative post to the starter motor body. Adjust until battery voltage
shown on the voltmeter reads 11volts. Confirm that the maximum amperage is within the
specifications and that the starter motor turns smoothly and freely. Disconnect the battery
negative cable. Connect the battery negative cable to the battery. Remove the brush holder
assembly A , yoke b and armature C. Disconnect the M-terminal A on the magnet switch
assembly B. Remove the shield A and packing B. After loosening the 3 screws A , detach the
magnet switch assembly B. KBRFA 6. Remove the lever plate A and lever packing B. Loosen the
through bolts A. EE 7. Disconnect the planet gear A. EBKDO1 1 8. Press the stop ring A using a
socket B. Disconnect the stop ring A , overrunning clutch B , internal gear C and planet shaft D.
Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. EBKDO1 10 Measure the commutator A runout.
Disassemble the starter as shown at the beginning of this procedure. Check the mica depth A. If
the mica is too high B , 4. Check the commutator A surface. If the surface is undercut the mica
with a hacksaw blade to the proper dirty or burnt, resurface with emery cloth or a lathe depth.
Cut away all the mica C between the com- within the following specifications, or recondition
with mutator segments. The undercut should not be too or sandpaper B. Commutator mica
depth Standard New : 0. Limit : 0. Check with an ohmmeter that no continuity exists be- tween
the commutator A and armature coil core B , and between the commutator and armature shaft
C. EBKDG If there is no continuity, replace the brush holder assembly. Pry back each brush
spring A with a screwdriver, then position the brush B about halfway out of its holder, and
release the spring to hold it there. EBKDK 3. Next, pry back each brush spring again, and push
the brush down until it seats against the commutator, then release the spring against the end of
the brush. NOTE To seat new brushes, slip a strip of or sand- paper, with the grit side up,
between the commutator and each brush, and smoothly rotate the armature. The Contact
surface of the brushes will be sanded to the same contour as the commutator. Slide the
overrunning clutch along the shaft. Replace it it does not slide smoothly. Rotate the
overrunning clutch both ways. Does it look in one direction and rotate smoothly in reverse? If it
does not lock in either direction of it locks in both directions, replace it. Check the condition of
the flywheel or torque con- verter ring gear if the starter drive gear teeth are dam- aged. Do not
immerse parts in cleaning solvent. Wipe these parts with a cloth only. Do not immerse the drive
unit in cleaning solvent. The overrun clutch is pre-lubricated at the factory and sol- vent will
wash lubrication from the clutch. The drive unit may be cleaned with a brush moistened with
cleaning solvent and wiped dry with a cloth. Remove the fuse box cover. Remove the starter
relay A. Using an ohmmeter, check that there is continuity be- tween each terminal. Apply 12V
to terminal 85 and ground to terminal Check for continuity between terminals 30 and LDADB 5.
If there is no continuity, replace the starter relay. Install the starter relay. Install the fuse box
cover. Or, the CC system cannot be set after an automatic cancellation. Can the CC system be
set? NO Check for trouble codes. Set the CC system and conduct a road test. Did the problem
reoccur? The cause is not clear under these circumstances. OFF" main switch located on right
of steering wheel column. System has the capability to cruise, coast, resume speed, and
accelerate, and raise "tap-up" or lower "tap-down" set speed. ECM is a speed control system
that maintains a required vehicle speed at normal driving conditions. The main components of
cruise control system are mode control switches, transaxle range switch, brake switch, ve- hicle
speed sensor, ECM and ETS motor that connect throttle body. The operation of the controller is
controlled by mode con- trol switches located on steering wheel. Transaxle range switch and
brake switch are provided to disengage the cruise control system. The switches are on brake
pedal bracket and transaxle. When the brake pedal depressed or select lever shifted, the cruise
control system is electrically disengaged and the throttle is returned to the idle position. Cruise
main switch Cruise control system is engaged by pressing "ON. OFF" push button. Releasing
"ON. OFF" push button release throttle, clears cruise memory speed, and puts vehicle is a
non-cruise mode. SET switch located on right of steering wheel column has two positions "Normal" and "Depressed". SET switch was released. SET switch fully depressed, driver can
lower cruise speed. SET switch is held in, disengaging cruise control system. SET switch will
re-engage speed at new selected speed. The tap down - To lower vehicle speed, cruise must be
engaged and operating. SET switch. SET switch in depressed position. Tap down is a function
in which cruise speed car be de- creased by lmph 1. The resume position - With RES. ACCEL
switch depressed and then release, this switch also returns cruise control op- eration to last
speed Which is temporarily disengaged by Cancel switch or Brake pedal , setting when
momentarily operating RES. ACCEL switch by constant acceleration. The accei position - With
RES. ACCEL switch depressed and held in, disengaging cruise control system, when ve- hicle
has accelerated to required cruise speed, releasing RES. ACCEL switch will re-engage speed at

new selected speed. The tap up - To increase vehicle speed, the cruise must be engaged and
operating. Tap up is done by quickly pressing and releasing RES. AC- CEL switch less than 0.
Do not hold RES. ACCEL switch is in depressed position. Tap up is a function in which cruise
speed can be increased by 1mph 1. Cruise speed canceled by this switch will be recover by
RES. ACCEL switch Refer to RT GR. Disconnect the cruise control switch connector from the
control switch. Measure resistance between terminals on the control switch when each function
swich is ON switch is de- pressed. Connect the cruise control switch connector to the control
switch. Measure voltage between terminals on the harness side connector when each function
switch is ON switch is depressed. EC Canister 2. PCV Valve 4. Catalytic Converter 5. Disconnect
the ventilation hose from the positive 1. Remove the PCV valve. Remove the PCV valve from the
rocker cover and reconnect it to the 2- ventilation hose. It the plunger does not move, the PCV
valve is clogged. Clean it or replace. Run the engine at idle and put a finger on the open end of
the PCV valve and make sure that intake man- ifold vacuum can be felt. PCV valve : 0. Feed line
M Evap. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the throttle body, and connect a vacuum pump to
the vacuum hose. Disconnect hoses A , B connecting to the canis- orque g m ter D. Unfasten
two mounting bo ts C and remove the can- ister D. Lock for loose connections, sharp bends or
damage to the fuel vapor lines. Look for distortion, cracks or fuel damage. After removing the
canister, inspect for cracks or dam- age. Remove the rear left wheel house. Refer to "BD" group
2. Unfasten three mounting nuts. Remove the canister air fi ter A. Install a new canister air filter.
Disconnect the vacuum hose from the solenoid valve. Detach the harness connector. Connect a
vacuum pump to the nipple to which the red-striped vacuum hose was connected. Apply
vacuum and check when voltage is applied to the PCSV and when the voltage is discontinued.
When fuel tank is under vacuum. The pressure valve opens when the internal pres- sure of fuel
tank gets higher than specification and the vac- cum valve opens when the fuel tank forms a
vaccum. Modifications to the combustion chamber, intake manifold, camshaft and ignition
system form the basic control sys- tem. These items have been integrated into a highly effective
system which controls exhaust emissions white maintain- ing good driveability and fuel
economy. This in turn allows the engine to produce exhaust gases of the proper Composition to
permit the use of a three way catalyst. The three way catalyst is designed to convert the three
pollutants 1 hydrocarbons HC , 2 carbon monox- ide CO , and 3 oxides of nitrogen NOX into
harmless substances. There are two operating modes in the MFI system. You just clipped your
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